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 Connect with Meredith

Meredith led large teams globally and worked at
Executive and Board levels in ASX10 companies through
rapid growth and acquisitions, downturns, turnarounds
and transformations across industries ranging from
financial services to manufacturing and mining.

In her leadership role with Wesfarmers, the Industrials
portfolio included mining, chemicals, energy, fertiliser,
workwear and industrial and safety businesses where
Meredith was accountable for People, Safety, Corporate
Affairs, Community and Sustainability.

Meredith now advises, mentors and coaches Executives,
CEOs and Founders.

Leaders appreciate Meredith's frank assessment and
insights across a broad range of challenges. Meredith's
passion for culture, leadership and learning is palpable
and contagious. She is well regarded for crafting
creative solutions and her commercial, pragmatic
approach. 

Meredith's development of the Leadership Stack,
Culture Stack and Career Stack models have caught the
attention of many.  With deep expertise in Culture,
Leadership and Careers, and her engaging style,
Meredith is a highly sought-after Speaker, Mentor and
Coach. 

Meredith holds a Masters in Human Resources
Management, and Degrees in Economics, History and
German.

Driving significant cultural change
Navigating complexity and
disruption
Navigating key transitions including
their first 180 days in role and Senior
Functional Experts transitioning to
general management roles
Grappling with Sustainability of
career demands
Women in Executive roles and those
aspiring to be
Senior Women in male-dominated
Industries

Meredith works with Executives, CEOs,
and Founders as an Advisor, Coach and
Mentor following a successful
corporate career, where she worked at
the Executive and Board level for more
than 15 years and led large teams
globally and in ASX10 organisations.

Meredith mentors and coaches  C-
suite, Executives and Founders who
are:

Meredith also advises Boards on
Cultural risk and Gender Balance. 

Meredith Wilson is an experienced Executive whose deep knowledge of leadership
and culture have made her a highly sought-after Speaker, Mentor and Coach.
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